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It is predicted that oriented BeO molecules would give rise to unprecedentedly strong, unidirectional
electric ring current and an associated magnetic field upon excitation by a right or left circularly
polarized laser pulse into the first excited degenerate singlet state. The strong toroidal electric ring
current of this state is dominated by the ring current of the 1⫾ orbital about the molecular axis. Our
predictions are based on the analysis of the orbital composition of the states involved and are
substantiated by high level electronic structure calculations and wavepacket simulations of the
laser-driven orientation and excitation dynamics. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2994737兴
I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advance of attosecond physics,1–3 it becomes relevant to explore numerically the dynamical motion
of electrons within molecular systems. On the subfemtosecond time scale, the vibrational modes are frozen, introducing
an opportunity to trigger and directly probe electronic
dynamics,4–13 and coupled electron-nuclear dynamics.14–17
An interesting example of electron dynamics in bound
states of neutral molecules is unidirectional electron circulation, or electric ring currents, and associated magnetic fields,
occurring in degenerate excited states that carry nonzero
electronic angular momentum. Such currents have been numerically observed in atoms and ions,18 in oriented linear
molecules,19,20 and in oriented aromatic molecules.21–25 Electric ring currents and associated magnetic fields can also be
generated in two-dimensional nanosized quantum rings by
means of picosecond laser pulses, e.g., by two shaped timedelayed
laser
pulses
with
perpendicular
linear
polarizations,26 by circularly polarized laser pulses,27 or by
optimized laser pulses designed through optimal-control
theory.28 Electron circulation in chiral aromatic molecules
can be manipulated by means of linearly polarized laser
pulses,29,30 but the direction of the electric ring currents alternates periodically after the end of laser pulses due to the
nondegeneracy of the excited states. Finally, in an analogous
way, circularly polarized laser pulses can also induce unidirectional nuclear pseudorotation about the molecular axis of
linear triatomic molecules such as 114CdH2 共Ref. 31兲 or
FHF−.32 It has been proposed that high harmonic generation
by means of elliptically polarized laser pulses could serve to
observe this phenomenon in the laboratory.33 In general, one
expects the ring currents and induced magnetic fields to be
a兲
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stronger for diatomic molecules and atoms or ions than for
aromatic molecules because the former correspond to much
smaller current radii than the latter.18,19
While electronic ring currents are a very general and
well-understood effect, their properties depend crucially on
the degenerate electronic states that carry them. Before laboratory realization could be considered, it is thus important to
first develop guidelines for the design 共or choice兲 of a molecule that would maximize the effect. Given the sensitivity
of the ring currents to the details of the electronic structure, it
is relevant also to make quantitative predictions of the observables based on high level electronic structure calculations. Finally, a major limitation of the approach is its reliance on orientation of the molecule with respect to the
exciting laser polarization axes. Orientation is crucial here
since although states with nonzero electronic angular momentum 共e.g., ⫾ that depend as e⫾i on the angle of rotation about the body-fixed Z-axis 兲 are associated with unidirectional electron circulation in the molecular frame, an
isotropic mixture of these states does not exhibit unidirectional current in the laboratory frame. The requirement of
alignment is common to all spectroscopies that attempt to
image the electronic structure or dynamics, including the
method of orbital tomography via high harmonic
generation34 and time-resolved photoelectron angular
distributions.35 The additional requirement of orientation is
specific to the present approach and results from the handedness 共right versus left兲 of the observable considered. It need
be remarked that in the laboratory it is much more challenging to induce orientation than to induce alignment.36,37 All
previous studies of ring currents have assumed that the molecule is perfectly oriented with respect to the excitation laser
field. It is thus important to first assess the degree of orientation that can in principle be induced in a molecule that is
expected to support strong ring currents and explore the experimental requirements to that end.
The goal of the present work is thus threefold. We first
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detail the set of criteria that candidate molecules should satisfy and explain our choice of the BeO molecule as a suitable
model that is anticipated to support much higher currents
than those computed before. Next we carry out high level
electronic structure calculations of the ground and singlet
excited states of BeO. We proceed with quantum calculations
of orientation of BeO by moderately intense laser pulses 共see
Refs. 36 and 37 for an early and a recent review, respectively兲. Finally, we report calculations of the ring current and
associated magnetic field in BeO.
The BeO molecule has long attracted the attention of
ab initio quantum chemistry because of its large dipole moment, a magnitude particularly difficult to compute accurately in polar diatomic systems. Earlier configuration interaction 共CI兲,38,39 coupled-cluster CCSD+ T共CCSD兲,40 and
CCSD共T兲 共Ref. 41兲 studies focused in the ground state
X 1⌺+, whereas the first excited state A 1⌸ was computed at
low CI levels.42 Only recently were the excited states of the
molecule reported at the MRD-CI level of calculation43 共very
recently also for the BeO+ cation, see Ref. 44兲. Here, we will
carry out multiconfigurational perturbative second-order
computations employing the CASPT2 method45 to analyze
the properties of the ground and singlet excited states of the
molecule.
In the following sections, we show that the strongest
unidirectional electric ring current and induced magnetic
field in the first excited degenerate bound singlet state of a
neutral molecule are achieved for the A 1⌸+ state of the oriented BeO molecule. Our arguments for choosing the BeO
molecule are detailed in Sec. II, where we describe also our
CASPT2 results. We present quantum simulations of the orientation of the BeO molecule by means of a linearly polarized picosecond laser pulse in Sec. III and of the excitation
of the strong electric ring current and induced magnetic field
in the oriented BeO molecule in Sec. IV, see also Fig. 1. The
final section provides a brief summary and conclusions.
II. MODEL SYSTEM

We open this section by discussing the criteria for choice
of a suitable molecule that would maximize the electric ring
current. We look for a class of molecules with following set
of properties: 共i兲 the molecule is electric neutral; 共ii兲 the
ground singlet state of the molecule is bound and nondegenerate, carrying no electric ring current, for example, a 1⌺, 1A,
or 1B state; 共iii兲 an excited degenerate singlet state, for example, a 1⌸⫾ or 1E⫾ state, is energetically located below the
ion states, and hence could be excited with no risk of multiphoton ionizations; and 共iv兲 the excited degenerate state is
bound, and therefore the electric ring current and induced
magnetic field can persist in the excited bound state for a
long period 共where “long” is quantified below兲.
Within the theory of electric ring currents and induced
magnetic fields, it was predicted that in one-electron ions the
effects are strongest for atomic 2p⫾ orbitals and for large
nuclear charges Z, i.e., the electric ring current and induced
magnetic field at the nucleus increase with the nuclear charge
Z as Z2 and Z3, respectively.18 For many-electron systems
Z can be approximately replaced by the effective nuclear
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FIG. 1. Optimized right circularly polarized, ultrashort few-cycle laser pulse
incident on the oriented BeO molecule and propagating along the molecular
and space-fixed z-axis during the revival of the field-free rotational wavepacket. Field-free orientation of the BeO molecule is induced by means of a
picosecond laser pulse that is linearly polarized along the excitation field
propagation direction axis 共not shown兲. The parameters of the circularly
polarized laser pulse are Ec = 10.05 GV m−1 共Imax,c = 26.8 TW cm−2兲, បc
= 1.04 eV= 8388.2hc cm−1 共with a laser cycle of duration ⌬tc = 3.98 fs兲,
c = 2.74 fs 共t p,c = 21.2 fs兲. The arrows indicate the sequence of few laser
cycles as observed in the molecular frame when the pulse passes by.

charge Zeff, which can be estimated using the Slater rules.46,47
For molecules, the linear combination of atomic orbitals molecular orbital 共LCAO-MO兲 approximation can be used to
estimate the ring currents and associated magnetic fields
based on our understanding of the atomic case. For example,
the predicted electric ring current about the Al nucleus and
the induced magnetic field at the Al nucleus in the A 1⌸⫾
state of the AlCl molecule are 兩IAl兩 ⬇ 430 A and 兩B共rAl兲兩
⬇ 6.0 T, where the LCAO-MO expansion of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 共LUMO兲 4⫾ was used.19 These
estimates compare well with the CASSCF values 兩IAl兩
= 313 A and 兩B共rAl兲兩 = 7.7 T.19 Furthermore, smaller current radii yield stronger electric ring currents and induced
magnetic fields. This result can be readily understood within
the current loop model. Thus, the effects are stronger in linear molecules, where the current radii are small, than in ringshaped molecules, where they are typically larger. For example, the electric ring current about the Mg nucleus and
induced magnetic field at the Mg nucleus in the 4 1Eu⫾ state
of the ring-shaped molecule Mg-porphyrin are 兩I兩
= 84.5 A and 兩B共rMg兲兩 = 0.16 T, respectively. The much
weaker effects as compared to those computed for AlCl are
predominantly the result of the different current radii in the
two cases, R = 6.32a0 for Mg-porphyrin whereas R = 0.18a0
for AlCl.19,22
In the atomic case, strong effects are associated with
2p⫾ orbitals, and hence the effects in the 1⫾ orbitals of
diatomic molecules are expected to be strong, as these are
dominated by the 2p⫾ orbitals of the atomic constituents. For
polyatomic linear molecules 共with three or more atoms兲, one
expects the ring currents and induced magnetic fields to be
smaller than for diatomics because the molecular orbitals
have contributions of more atomic orbitals and therefore the
dominant atomic 2p⫾ orbitals usually have smaller weights
than in diatomic molecules. Many of the diatomic molecules
consisting of atoms with larger Zeff, for example, Na,
Mg, and Al, are ruled out because the 1⫾ orbitals lie
energetically sufficiently low that the first ionization energy
is smaller than the ⌸⫾ state excitation energy. Diatomic
molecules containing F or Ne atoms do not satisfy all conditions 共i兲–共iv兲, for example, the first excited states A 1⌸⫾ of
HeNe, HF, and LiF molecules are dissociative and those of
BeF and BF do not correspond to the orbital transitions
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FIG. 2. Potential energy curves ⌬Ei共R兲 = Ei共R兲 − E0共Re,X兲 for the ground
共i = 0兲 and lowest excited 共i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .兲 singlet states of the BeO molecule
for bond lengths between R = 2.1a0 and 3.5a0. The ionization potential of the
ground state 共IP= 9.88 eV兲 is marked. The arrow indicates the dipoleallowed electronic transition from the ground X 1⌺+ state into the excited
A 1⌸+ or A 1⌸− states 共corresponding to excitation by means of a right or
left circularly polarized ultrashort laser pulse, respectively兲, see also Fig. 1.
The horizontal dashed line indicates the classically allowed vibrational
range in the excited A 1⌸⫾ state between the classical turning points of
R1 = Re,X = 2.54a0 and R2 = 3.14a0. The equilibrium bond length of the excited
state A 1⌸⫾ is Re,A = 2.78a0.

共1⫿兲 → 共5兲 or 共1⫿兲 → 共6兲 but rather 共5兲 → 共2⫾兲.
These considerations lead us to the choice of the BeO molecule, which satisfies the conditions 共i兲–共iv兲 and is expected
to carry strong electric ring currents and induced magnetic
fields in the first excited state A 1⌸⫾.
Figure 2 shows the potential energy curves ⌬Ei共R兲
= Ei共R兲 − E0共Re,X兲 of the electronic ground 共i = 0兲 and excited
共i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .兲 singlet states 兩⌿i典 of the BeO molecule, as
calculated by means of the CASSCF共6,12兲/CASPT2
method.45,48–52 We included six electrons and 12 orbitals in
the active space and used an atomic natural orbital relativistic core correlated 共ANO-RCC兲 5s4p2d1f contracted basis
set for both the Be- and the O-atom, including scalar relativistic effects by means of the Douglas–Kroll transformation.53
The standard CASPT2 zeroth-order Hamiltonian was
employed,45 supplemented with an imaginary level shift parameter of 0.1Eh to prevent intruder state problems.54 Our
quantum chemical calculations used the MOLCAS 6.0 program

package.55,56 Table I presents the excitation energies ⌬Ei
= ⌬Ei共Re,X兲 = Ei共Re,X兲 − E0共Re,X兲 and the absolute values of all
nonzero dipole transition matrix elements 兩Mij兩 = 兩Mij共Re,X兲兩
= 兩具⌿i共Re,X兲兩M兩⌿ j共Re,X兲典兩 with zero Z-component of Mij. Our
results were computed at the CASPT2 equilibrium bond
length Re,X = 2.54a0 of the electronic ground state X 1⌺+. This
equilibrium bond length compares well with the experimental 共2.52a0兲,57 CCSD共T兲 共2.51a0兲,41 and MRD-CI 共2.53a0兲43
equilibrium bond lengths. The corresponding CASPT2 rotational constant at R = Re,X is Be,X = 1.619hc cm−1, compared
to the experimental value of 1.651hc cm−1.57
For electric fields with nonzero x- and/or y-components,
e.g., for right circularly polarized laser pulses that propagate
along the Z-axis of the molecule 共assumed oriented兲, the selection rules for dipole transitions imply that all transitions
that do not satisfy ⌬M L = ⫾ 1 vanish, i.e., the transitions
⌺⫾ ↔ ⌸⫾, ⌸+ ↔ ⌬+, ⌸− ↔ ⌬−, etc., are allowed, whereas
other transitions, e.g., ⌺⫾ ↔ ⌺⫾, ⌸⫾ ↔ ⌸⫾, ⌬⫾ ↔ ⌬⫾,
⌺⫾ ↔ ⌬⫾, ⌸+ ↔ ⌬−, ⌸− ↔ ⌬+, etc., are forbidden.
Table I lists also the dominant electronic configurations of the electronic states of BeO at R = Re,X with
the corresponding CASSCF weights. For example, the
first excited degenerate state A 1⌸+ is dominated by the
electronic configuration . . .共1+兲2共1−兲共5兲 with a weight
of 96.1% and can be excited from the ground state
X 1⌺+ with corresponding dominant electronic configuration
¯共1兲4 = . . . 共1+兲2共1−兲2 with weight of 67.4%. The
low-lying singlet excited state is therefore well characterized
as corresponding to the highest occupied molecular
orbital 共HOMO兲-LUMO transition 共1−兲 → 共5兲. Furthermore, the HOMO and LUMO have the LCAO-MO
expansions 1⫾ = c2p⫾共O兲2p⫾共O兲 + c2p⫾共Be兲2p⫾共Be兲 + ¯ and
with
weights
5 = c2s共Be兲2s共Be兲 + c2p0共Be兲2p0共Be兲 + ¯
兩c2p⫾共O兲兩2 = 0.96, 兩c2p⫾共Be兲兩2 = 0.03 and 兩c2s共Be兲兩2 = 0.67,
兩c2p0共Be兲兩2 = 0.31, respectively. Thus, the HOMO 1⫾ is
strongly localized on the O atom with electric ring current
about the O nucleus, whereas the LUMO 5 is strongly localized on the Be atom, carrying no ring current. During the
electronic excitation from the ground X 1⌺+ state to the target A 1⌸+ state, there is an electron transfer from the O- to
the Be-atom, corresponding to the HOMO-LUMO transition
共1−兲 → 共5兲. Due to the dominant electronic configuration

TABLE I. Quantum chemistry CASSCF/CASPT2 results for BeO at the equilibrium bond length
Re,X = 2.54a0.
State

Dominant configuration

⌬Ei共eV兲

X 1⌺ +
A 1⌸ ⫾
B 1⌺ +
C 1⌬ ⫾
D 1⌺ −

¯共4兲2共1兲4 共67.4%兲
共1⫿兲 → 共5兲 共96.1%兲
共4兲 → 共5兲 共80.2%兲
共1⫿兲 → 共2⫾兲 共95.7%兲
共1−兲 → 共2+兲 共48.4%兲
共1+兲 → 共2−兲 共48.4%兲
共4兲 → 共2⫾兲 共95.5%兲
共1+兲 → 共2+兲 共31.0%兲
共1−兲 → 共2−兲 共31.0%兲
共1⫿兲 → 共6兲 共94.7%兲

0.0000
1.2367
2.4852
5.5636
5.5773

A : 0.686
X : 0.686
A : 0.371
A : 1.349
A : 0.948

E : 0.851
B : 0.371
E : 1.154
E : 0.074
E : 0.004

G : 0.717
C : 1.349
G : 0.246
G : 0.518
G : 0.400

6.7417
7.5513

X : 0.851
A : 0.693

B : 1.154
E : 0.275

7.7462

X : 0.717

B : 0.246

E 1⌸ ⫾
F 1⌺ +
G 1⌸ ⫾

兩Mij兩 / ea0

a

D : 0.948

F : 0.693

C : 0.074
G : 0.145

D : 0.004

F : 0.275

C : 0.518

D : 0.400

F : 0.145

a

See the text for the relevant selection rules.
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. . .共1+兲2共1−兲共5兲 of the excited state, the net electric ring
current is dominated by that of the 1+ orbital with weight of
at least 96.1%.
Considering next the properties of the ground electronic,
X 1⌺+, state, we find that the CASPT2 permanent electric
dipole moment at R = Re,X is 共Re,X兲 = 兩M00共Re,X兲兩
= 兩具⌿0共Re,X兲兩M兩⌿0共Re,X兲典兩 = 6.50 D, somewhat higher than
the early experimental estimation of 5.766 D.57 Other reported values, including the CCSD共T兲 result 共6.25 D兲 共Ref.
41兲 and the MRD-CI result 共6.14 D兲,43 are in close agreement with our CASPT2 result. Note that the direction of the
dipole vector is from the O- to the Be-atom because the
partial charges of Be and O are positive and negative, respectively. The first ionization potential of BeO at R = Re,X is
IP= 9.88 eV at the CASPT2 level, which compares with the
experimental value of 10.1⫾ 0.4 eV 共Ref. 58兲 better than the
MRD-CI value, 10.64 eV.43
The CASPT2 equilibrium bond length of the excited
state A 1⌸⫾ is Re,A = 2.78a0 in agreement with the experimental 共2.76a0兲 共Ref. 57兲 and MRD-CI 共2.79a0兲 共Ref. 43兲
values. The corresponding CASPT2 rotational constant at
R = Re,A is Be,A = 1.351hc cm−1. The equilibrium displacement of the potential curves of the ground X 1⌺+ and excited
A 1⌸⫾ states is thus ⌬Re = Re,A − Re,X = 0.26a0. Due to this
displacement, there are dominant Franck–Condon 共FC兲-type
electronic excitations from the vibrational ground state  = 0
in the electronic X 1⌺+ state to the vibrational excited states
v⬘ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the electronic A 1⌸⫾ state with
weights of 0.12, 0.23, 0.25, 0.18, 0.12, and 0.06, respectively. These weights are estimated using experimental spectroscopic constants of the potential curves X 1⌺+ and

冦

A 1⌸⫾.57 The classical turning points due to the vibration of
the BeO molecule in the excited state A 1⌸⫾ after the electronic FC excitation X 1⌺+ → A 1⌸⫾ are R1 = Re,X = 2.54a0
and R2 = 3.14a0.
III. ORIENTATION OF THE BeO MOLECULE

We consider ground state BeO molecules at a rotational
temperature T, hence the initial state is the X 1⌺+共 = 0兲
vibronic state with a Boltzmann distribution of the rotational
levels 兩JM典 共J = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , Jmax and M = −J , −J + 1 , . . . ,
J − 1 , J兲. Rotation-vibration coupling is neglected, as we consider time scales much shorter than the time scales at which
the effects of such interactions are observable.59 In the rigidrotor limit, the ground state rotational energies are
EXJ = Be,XJ共J + 1兲 and the Boltzmann weights are calculated as
P共J兲 =

冉

冊

where E1,l, E2,l are electric field amplitudes, l is the carrier
frequency, t p,l =  / l is the pulse duration of the first part of
the laser pulse, 2,l, 2,l are the switch-on and switch-off
times of the second part of the laser pulse, respectively, and
the index l denotes linear polarization. The condition that the
electric field 共3兲 is smooth at t = t p,l leads to

1,l =

E2,l

lE1,l

共4兲

,

and the condition 共2兲 yields

2,l =

1
22l 1,l

+

冑

1
2
44l 1,l

+

1

2l

.

共5兲

The first part of the laser pulse 共0 ⱕ t ⱕ t p,l兲 is similar to the
HCP, and its magnitude exceeds that of the second part of the

兺J=0 共2J + 1兲e−B
Jmax

e,XJ共J+1兲/kBT

.

共1兲

For the BeO molecule at T = 1 K, the first three Boltzmann
weights are P共0兲 = 0.972, P共1兲 = 0.009, and P共2兲 = 10−6.
Linearly polarized half cycle pulses 共HCPs兲 have been
previously shown to give rise to molecular orientation60–62
共see also the introduction of Ref. 63兲, but do not satisfy the
condition of the far-field approximation of Maxwell’s
equations,64,65 i.e.,

冕

⬁

E共t兲dt = 0.

共2兲

−⬁

Here, we construct a linearly polarized electric field of the
form

共t ⱕ 0兲

共t
−
t
兲
l
p,l
sin共l共t − t p,l兲兲ez 共0 ⱕ t ⱕ t p,l兲
El共t兲 = − E1,l cos2
2
− E2,l共1 − e−共t−tp,l兲/1,l兲e−共t−tp,l兲/2,lez
共t ⱖ t p,l兲,
0

e−Be,XJ共J+1兲/kBT

冧

共3兲

laser pulse 共t ⱖ t p,l兲, 兩E1,l兩 ⬎ 兩E2,l兩. The latter half has a long
tail that ensures that the condition 共2兲 would be satisfied. To
provide a useful compromise between a large amplitude ratio
and an acceptable switch-off time, we use in the present
work E1,l / E2,l = 10. Since the dipole vector points from the Oto the Be-atom, we choose the laser parameters so as to
optimize the orientation of the BeO molecule along the negative space-fixed z-axis 共see also Fig. 1兲, hence the amplitudes
E1,l and E2,l are taken to be negative. With the amplitude E1,l
and carrier frequency l optimized to yield tight 共inverted兲
orientation of the BeO molecule, we find the values
and
បl = 12.0hc cm−1.
Thus
E1,l = −100.0 MV m−1
−1
E2,l = −10.0 MV m , the pulse duration is t p,l =  / l
= 1.39 ps, and the switch-on and switch-off times 关Eqs. 共4兲
and 共5兲兴 are estimated as 1,l = 44.2 fs and 2,l = 4.47 ps.
The maximum intensity of the laser pulse is
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0

and Ĵ is the total angular momentum operator. The timedependent rotational wavepacket 兩⌿rot共t兲典 is expanded in
terms of the rotational eigenstates 兩JM典 of Hrot as
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Hrot = Be,XĴ2
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共t = 0兲典 = 兩JiM i典.
兩⌿rot
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共9兲

Inserting the ansatz 共8兲 and 共9兲 into Eq. 共6兲, one obtains
a set of coupled equations for the time-dependent expansion
coefficients,
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FIG. 3. z-component of the time-dependent electric field Ez,l共t兲 共panel a兲 and
its intensity Il共t兲 = c0兩El共t兲兩2 共panel b兲. The pulse parameters in Eq. 共3兲 are
E1,l = −100 MV m−1, E2,l = −10 MV m−1, បl = 12.0hc cm−1, t p = 1.39 ps,
1,l = 44.2 fs, and 2,l = 4.47 ps. Panel c shows the thermally averaged timedependent expectation value 具cos 典T共t兲 at T = 1 K. The orientation revivals
共marked by vertical lines兲 are spaced by the rotational revival time rev,X
= 10.30 ps of the electronic ground state X 1⌺+. The orientation duration
关taken to be the time at which 兩具cos 典T共t兲兩 ⬎ 0.5兴 is 0.34 ps.

i M i共t = 0兲 = ␦ ␦
CJJM
JJi MM i .

共11兲

The selection rules J⬘ = J ⫾ 1 and M ⬘ = M simplify the differential equations 共10兲 as
J

iប

max
d Ji M i
CJM 共t兲 = − 共Re,X兲Ez,l共t兲 兺 具JM i兩cos 兩J⬘M i典
i
dt
J =0

⬘

Imax,l = c0 max兩El共t兲兩2 = 1.12 GV cm−2 since max兩El共t兲兩
= 65.0 MV m−1 ⬍ 兩E1,l兩. Figures 3共a兲 and 3共b兲 present the
z-component of the time-dependent electric field
El共t兲 = Ez,l共t兲ez 关Eq. 共3兲兴 and the corresponding timedependent intensity Il共t兲 = c0兩El共t兲兩2, respectively. This laser
pulse is very similar to the experimental laser pulse shown in
Fig. 2 of Ref. 66, i.e., with almost the same pulse shape and
duration, but with lower intensity.
The carrier frequency បl = 12.0hc cm−1 used here is
small with respect to the experimental vibration frequency of
the electronic ground state បe,X = 1487.3hc cm−1 共Ref. 57兲
and with respect to the excitation frequency of the first excited electronic state A 1⌸⫾ at the equilibrium bond length,
⌬E1共Re,X兲 = 1.2367 eV= 9974.7hc cm−1. Thus, the laser frequency l is far off resonant with all vibrational and electronic excitations and hence the molecule remains in the
electronic and vibrational ground states, X 1⌺+共 = 0兲, while
the moderately intense field populates a broad rotational
wavepacket. The time-dependent Schrödinger equation is
written within the electric dipole approximation as

iប


兩⌿rot共t兲典 = 共Hrot − 共Re,X兲cos  Ez,l共t兲兲兩⌿rot共t兲典,
t

where Hrot is the rigid-rotor rotational Hamiltonian,

共6兲

J⬘

J

⫻e−i共EX −EX兲t/បCJi Mi 共t兲
JM

⬘

共12兲

i

and
i M i共t兲 = 0
CJJM

共13兲

for M ⫽ M i. The time-dependent rotational wavepacket 共8兲 is
thus
Jmax
Ji M i
共t兲典
兩⌿rot

=

JM
CJM
共t兲兩JM i典e−iE t/ប .
兺
J=0
i

J
X

i

共14兲

i

The matrix elements 具JM i兩cos 兩J⬘M i典 for J⬘ = J ⫾ 1 are given
explicitly as67,68
具JM i兩cos 兩J⬘M i典 = 共− 1兲 M i冑共2J + 1兲共2J⬘ + 1兲
⫻

冉

J

1

J⬘

Mi 0 − Mi

冊冉

冊

J 1 J⬘
.
0 0 0

共15兲

Equations 共12兲 and 共11兲 are solved by means of the
Runge–Kutta method of fourth order 共Simpson rule兲69 with a
time step size of ⌬t = 5 fs, with which the norm of the timedependent coefficients is converged to within 10−6.
To quantify the degree of molecular orientation, we calculate the time-dependent expectation value of cos  as
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3.5

Ji M i
Ji M i
具cos 典JiM i共t兲 = 具⌿rot
共t兲兩cos 兩⌿rot
共t兲典

3.0

Jmax



2.5



2.0

Ji,max

P共Ji兲

Ji=Ji,min

兺

M i=−Ji




1.0

0.5

Ji

兺

具cos 典T共t兲 =

1.5



The corresponding thermally averaged time-dependent
expectation value is given as a Boltzmann average over the
initial state-selected values of Eq. 共16兲,









共16兲



J



J⬘

⫻具JM i兩cos 兩J⬘M i典e−i共EX −EX兲t/ប .



兺

J,J⬘=0



=

JM
Ji M i
共CJM
共t兲兲ⴱCJi Mi 共t兲
⬘ i
i

具cos 典JiM i共t兲,

共17兲

0.0
0

20

40

60

80


where, at T = 1 K, Ji,min = 0 and Ji,max = 2. Positive and negative signs of 具cos 典T共t兲 correspond to orientation in the positive and negative z-directions, respectively, and 兩具cos 典T共t兲兩
= 1 corresponds to the idealized limit of perfect orientation.
Figure 3共c兲 shows the thermally averaged expectation value
具cos 典T共t兲 at T = 1 K for the optimized laser pulse. The orientation takes a minimum value of −0.850 shortly after the
turn off, implying strong orientation of the molecule in the
negative z-direction. As expected, an early dephasing is followed at long times by a series of revivals at which the
orientation is periodically reconstructed at intervals of the
rotational revival time.70 For the electronic ground state of
the BeO, rev,X = ប / Be,X = 10.30 ps. The orientation durations are 0.34 and 0.17 ps for absolute values of 具cos 典T共t兲
larger than 0.5 and 0.8, respectively.
The time- and angle-resolved distribution of the rotational wavepacket for a rotationally selected parent state
兩JiM i典 is obtained as an integral over the 共isotropic兲  distribution,
Ji M i
兩⌿rot
共,t兲兩2 =

冕

2

Ji M i
兩⌿rot
共, ,t兲兩2d ,

共18兲

0

and the corresponding thermally averaged time-dependent
angular distribution is
Ji,max

兩⌿rot共,t兲兩T2

=

兺

Ji=Ji,min

P共Ji兲

兺

Ac⫾共t兲 = −

Ec

c

In this section we assume that the BeO molecule in the
electronic ground state X 1⌺+ is perfectly oriented along the
z-axis, a condition that can be approximately achieved using
the method described in Sec. III, where the almost perfect
orientation attained at the revival times is shown to persist
for about 170 fs through which 兩具cos 典T兩 ⱖ 0.8. This time is
much larger than the pulse duration 共t p,c = 21.2 fs兲 of the







120

140

160

180



冢

sin共c共t − tⴱ兲兲

冣

s共t − tⴱ兲 ⫿cos共c共t − tⴱ兲兲 ,
0

共20兲

with which the time-dependent right 共+兲 or left 共−兲 circularly
polarized electric field is written,

冢

cos共c共t − tⴱ兲兲
d
ⴱ
Ec⫾共t兲 = − Ac⫾共t兲 = Ecs共t − t 兲 ⫾sin共c共t − tⴱ兲兲
dt
0

共19兲

IV. ELECTRIC RING CURRENT AND INDUCED
MAGNETIC FIELD IN ORIENTED BeO MOLECULES



subsequent circularly polarized laser pulse that triggers electric ring currents. The effects of deviations from perfect orientation are discussed at the end of this section. The circularly polarized field is thus centered at a selected revival of
the rotational wavepacket, with its propagation direction
along the alignment field polarization direction, see Fig. 1.
The excitation electric field is defined through the vector
potential,19,24

+

M i=−Ji

Figure 4 shows the normalized angular distribution
兩⌿rot共 , t兲兩T2 sin  共T = 1 K兲 at the instance of almost perfect
negative orientation of the BeO molecule t = tⴱ = 21.88 ps
and the instances at which the peak orientation revives
t = tⴱ + nrev,X 共n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .兲, where the angular distribution is
focused in the 160° – 180° range. Also shown in Fig. 4 is the
initial angular distribution at t = 0.

100


FIG. 4. Thermally averaged normalized angular distribution of the rotational
共T = 1 K兲
at
times
t = tⴱ + nrev,X
wavepacket
兩⌿rot共 , t兲兩T2 sin 
共n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .兲 共bold curve兲 compared with the initial angular distribution
共dashed curve兲.

Ji

Ji M i
兩⌿rot
共,t兲兩2 .



Ec

c

冢

冣

sin共c共t − tⴱ兲兲

冣

ṡ共t − t 兲 ⫿cos共c共t − tⴱ兲兲 ,
0
ⴱ

共21兲

with amplitude Ec, carrier frequency c, and Gaussian-type
envelope,24

s共t − tⴱ兲 =

冦

cos20
0

冉

共t − tⴱ兲
t p,c

冊

for 兩t − tⴱ兩 ⱕ

t p,c
2

for 兩t − tⴱ兩 ⬎

t p,c
,
2

冧

共22兲

where t p,c is the total pulse duration. For the time propagation of the electronic states the initial and final times are set
to t0 = tⴱ − t p,c / 2 and t f = tⴱ + t p,c / 2, respectively, where tⴱ is the
instant of best orientation of the molecule in the negative
z-direction 共or any of the subsequent times at which the peak
orientation is reconstructed兲. Note that the circularly polarized electric field 共21兲 satisfies the condition 共2兲 automatically, and that for few-cycle laser pulses the second term of
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Eq. 共21兲 cannot be neglected. The time-dependent
intensity is calculated as Ic共t兲 = c0兩Ec⫾共t兲兩2, which is
independent of the sense of the polarization. The maximum
of the intensity and the full width at half maximum are
Imax,c = max Ic共t兲 and c, respectively. Note that for few-cycle
laser pulses the corresponding simple relations for manycycle laser pulses given in Ref. 19, i.e., Imax,c = c0E2c and
c = 0.118t p,c, do not apply.
The laser parameters of the right 共+兲 or left 共−兲 circularly
polarized laser pulse 共21兲 are determined in order to achieve
an almost perfect population transfer from the electronic
ground X 1⌺+ to excited A 1⌸+ or A 1⌸− states of the BeO
molecule, respectively.19 The pulse duration c = 2.74 fs is
taken to be much shorter than the vibrational period in the
excited state A 1⌸⫾ 关vib,A = 29.2 fs 共Ref. 57兲兴, and therefore
we can assume that the nuclei are frozen during the FC electronic excitation. The optimized laser parameters of the circularly polarized laser pulse are Ec = 10.05 GV m−1 and
បc = 1.04 eV= 8388.2hc cm−1, with a corresponding intensity maximum of Imax,c = Ic共tⴱ兲 = 26.8 TW cm−2 and optical
cycle duration of ⌬tc = 2 / c = 3.98 fs. Figures 5共a兲 and 5共b兲
show, respectively, the x- and y-components of the timedependent electric field Ec+共t兲 = Ex,c共t兲ex + Ey,c共t兲ey 关Eq. 共21兲兴
centered at tⴱ for the right circularly polarized laser pulse,
see also Fig. 1. The corresponding time-dependent intensity
Ic共t兲 is shown in Fig. 5共c兲.
The laser-driven electron dynamics of the BeO molecule
at the equilibrium bond length Re,X = 2.54a0 is described,
within electric dipole approximation, by the time-dependent
electronic Schrödinger equation,
iប


兩⌿el共Re,X,t兲典 = 共Hel − M · Ec⫾共t兲兲兩⌿el共Re,X,t兲典,
t

共23兲

where Hel and M are the electronic Hamiltonian and dipole
operator, respectively. In an analogous way to that described
in Sec. III, the time-dependent electronic state 兩⌿el共Re,X , t兲典 is
expanded in terms of electronic eigenstates 兩⌿i共Re,X兲典 of Hel
with electronic quantum numbers i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , imax and corresponding eigenenergies Ei共Re,X兲, thus

FIG. 5. x- and y-components of the time-dependent electric field Ex,c共t兲 and
Ey,c共t兲 共panels a and b, respectively兲 and its intensity Ic共t兲 = c0兩Ec+共t兲兩2
共panel c兲 for the optimized right circularly polarized ultrashort few-cycle
laser pulse shown in Fig. 1. Panel d shows the corresponding population
dynamics in the electronic X 1⌺+, A 1⌸+, and C 1⌬+ states at the equilibrium
bond length R = Re,X = 2.54a0 of the BeO molecule.

imax

兩⌿el共Re,X,t兲典 =

Ci共t兲兩⌿i共Re,X兲典e−iE 共R
兺
i=0
i

e,X兲共t−t0兲/ប

,

共24兲

iប

d
Ci共t兲 = − Ec⫾共t兲 ·
dt

imax

Mije−i共⌬E −⌬E 兲共t−t 兲/បC j共t兲,
兺
j=0
j

i

0

共26兲

with initial condition
with initial condition
兩⌿el共Re,X,t = t0兲典 = 兩⌿0共Re,X兲典 = 兩⌿X 1⌺+共Re,X兲典,

共25兲

where imax + 1 = 12 is the number of electronic states of the
BeO molecule considered, see also Table I. Since the ionization potential of the BeO molecule 共IP= 9.88 eV兲 is large
compared to the excitation energy of the target A 1⌸⫾ state
共⌬E1 = 1.24 eV兲, and the maximum of the intensity of the
laser pulse is well below the Keldish limit,71 it can be safely
assumed that continuum states describing ionization need not
be included in the expansion 关Eq. 共24兲兴. Inserting the ansatz
共24兲 and 共25兲 into Eq. 共23兲, we obtain a set of coupled equations for the time-dependent expansion coefficients,

Ci共t = t0兲 = ␦0i

共27兲

for i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , imax. The absolute values of the dipole matrix elements, 兩Mij兩 = 兩Mij共Re,X兲兩, and the excitation energies,
⌬Ei = ⌬Ei共Re,X兲 = Ei共Re,X兲 − E0共Re,X兲, for the BeO molecule
are given in Table I. The selection rules for electronic excitations are described in Sec. II. Equations 共26兲 and 共27兲 are
solved by means of the Runge–Kutta method of fourth order
共Simpson rule兲69 with a time step size of ⌬t = 1 as.
The time-dependent populations Pi共t兲 of the electronic
states 兩⌿i共Re,X兲典 are calculated as
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Pi共t兲 = 兩Ci共t兲兩2

共i = 0,1,2, . . . ,imax兲,

共28兲

a


4

jA 1⌸+共R, ,z兲 ⬇ j共1+兲共R, ,z兲 =

ប
兩1+共R, ,z兲兩2e ,
m e
共29兲

where the cylindrical coordinates 共 , z , 兲 are used. Note that
the positions of the Be- and O-nuclei are set to z = 0 and
z = R, respectively. Therefore, for M L ⫽ 0 the -component of
the current density is the only one which does not vanish,
and it is independent of . Figure 6共a兲 shows the absolute
value of the electronic current density 兩j共1+兲共Re,X ,  , z兲兩 at the
equilibrium bond length R = Re,X. Compared to the electronic
current density of the excited state A 1⌸+ in AlCl,19 the current density of the same excited state in BeO is much stronger and denser. The corresponding R-dependent electric ring
current is given as
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and the dominant populations of the electronic states X 1⌺+,
A 1⌸+ and also C 1⌬+ are shown in Fig. 5共d兲 for the optimized right circularly polarized laser pulse illustrated in
Figs. 1 and 5共a兲–5共c兲. The near-resonance laser pulse induces
almost perfect population transfer from the ground X 1⌺+ to
the target A 1⌸+ states with the final populations, PX 1⌺+共t f 兲
= 5 ⫻ 10−7 and PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 = 1 – 6 ⫻ 10−7. This corresponds to
the dominant HOMO-LUMO transition 共1−兲 → 共5兲. The
few-cycle laser pulse can induce the competing nearresonant transition X 1⌺+ → A 1⌸−, but the corresponding
population is small due to the oscillatory nature of the nonrotating wave terms in Eq. 共26兲. For instance,
max PA 1⌸−共t兲 = 0.0077 and PA 1⌸−共t f 兲 = 2 ⫻ 10−8. The strongest dipole-allowed transition A 1⌸+ → C 1⌬+ induces a
small transient population in the excited C 1⌬+ state,
max PC 1⌬+共t兲 = 0.0161, and PC 1⌬+共t f 兲 = 8 ⫻ 10−8. It corresponds to the dominant transition 共5兲 → 共2+兲, see also
Table I. All other states have negligible populations.
After the laser pulse, i.e., after the FC electronic excitation from the ground X 1⌺+ to target A 1⌸+ states, the vibrational wavepacket in the excited state A 1⌸+ begins to oscillate between the classical turning points R1 = Re,X = 2.54a0
and R2 = 3.14a0, see Fig. 2. The final electronic state
兩⌿A 1⌸+共R兲典 is now dependent on the bond length R of the
BeO molecule and represents the R-dependent toroidal electric ring current of the electron about the molecular axis. We
will show that the electric ring current and induced magnetic
field are almost independent of the bond length R between R1
and R2, thus we can neglect the time dependence of the electric ring current due to the vibration of the molecule in the
excited state A 1⌸+. Furthermore, the excited state
A 1⌸+ represents the dominant HOMO-LUMO transition
共1−兲 → 共5兲 with weight of 96.0% ⫾ 0.6% for bond lengths
between R1 and R2. Thus, the net electric ring current of the
state A 1⌸+ is dominated by the electric ring current of the
1+ orbital with the same weight. The R-dependent electronic current density of the A 1⌸+ state can be approximated
by that of the molecular orbital 共1+兲 = 1+共R ,  , z兲ei with
the azimuthal quantum number M L = 1,19
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6

FIG. 6. Toroidal electronic current density 兩j共1+兲共Re,X ,  , z兲兩 关absolute values
in atomic units and logarithmic scale 共log10兲兴 共panel a兲 and induced magnetic field along the molecular axis 兩B共1+兲共Re,X , z兲兩 共panel b, solid curve兲 for
the A 1⌸+ state of the BeO molecule. The dotted curve compares the magnetic field with that computed for the A 1⌸+ state of the AlCl molecule
共adapted from Ref. 19兲. The vertical lines indicate the positions of Be and O
nuclei, z = 0 and z = Re,X, respectively.

IA 1⌸+共R兲 ⬇ I共1+兲共R兲 = −

eប
me

冕 冕
⬁

0

d


⬁

兩1+共R, ,z兲兩2dz.

−⬁

共30兲

At the equilibrium bond length R = Re,X, the absolute value of
I共1+兲共Re,X兲 is 2.490 mA which can be compared with the
corresponding value in the AlCl molecule 共IA 1⌸+ ⬇ I共4+兲
= 0.405 mA兲 and in Mg-porphyrin 共I4 1Eu+ ⬇ I共4eg+兲
= 0.085 mA兲.22 It corresponds to the time for the circulation
of the electron in the electric ring current,

TA 1⌸+共Re,X兲 ⬇ T共1+兲共Re,X兲 =

−e
= 64.4 as, 共31兲
I共1+兲共Re,X兲

which is short with respect to the electronic circulation time
of the AlCl molecule 共TA 1⌸+ ⬇ T共4+兲 = 396 as兲 and about
1010 times shorter than the lifetime of the electric ring current, which is limited by the radiative decay of the excited
state,72 rad,A 1⌸+共Re,X兲 = 1.1 s. The R-dependent mean ring
current radius is estimated as19
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At R = Re,X, the mean ring current radius is R共1
+兲共Re,X兲
el
el
=
0.18a
= 0.25a0, which is similar to RA 1⌸ ⬇ R共4
0 for AlCl
+兲
+
共Ref. 19兲 but considerably smaller than the corresponding
el
el
value in Mg-porphyrin 共R4 1E ⬇ R共4e
= 6.32a0兲.22 In atomic
g+兲
u+
el
np⫾ orbitals, the mean ring current radius is R共np
⫾兲
= 4a0 / Zeff, where Zeff is the effective nuclear charge. Beel
is independent of the principal quantum number
cause R共np
⫾兲
n and since 1 / Zeff for the Al and O nuclei are similar, the
mean ring current radii for AlCl and BeO are also similar.
The electric ring current of the A 1⌸+ state circulating
about the molecular axis of the BeO molecule induces an
R-dependence magnetic field. The induced magnetic field
along the molecular Z-axis 共 = 0兲 is determined using Biot–
Savart law as
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FIG. 7. Electric ring current 兩I共1+兲共R兲兩 共panel a兲 and induced magnetic field
at the O nucleus 兩B共1+兲共R , z = R兲兩 共panel b兲 vs the vibrational coordinate R of
the BeO molecule. The vertical lines indicate the various bond lengths
R1 = Re,X = 2.54a0, Re,A = 2.78a0, and R2 = 3.14a0 as shown in Fig. 2.

At the equilibrium bond length R = Re,X, the absolute value of
the magnetic field at the O-nucleus 共z = Re,X兲 is 52.1 T
= 5.21⫻ 105 G, which is much stronger than the induced
magnetic fields in AlCl 共兩BA 1⌸+共zAl兲兩 ⬇ 兩B共4+兲共zAl兲兩 = 7.70 T
and 兩BA 1⌸+共zCl兲兩 ⬇ 兩B共4+兲共zCl兲兩 = 4.13 T兲 and in Mgporphyrin 共兩B4 1Eu+共zMg兲兩 ⬇ 兩B共4eg+兲共zMg兲兩 = 0.159 T兲. Furthermore, the corresponding absolute value of the magnetic field
at the Be nucleus 共z = 0兲 is 1.2 T. The z-dependence of the
induced magnetic field of the BeO molecule at R = Re,X is
illustrated in Fig. 6共b兲, together with the one of the AlCl
molecule adapted from Ref. 19 for comparison. This clearly
shows that the peak height of the induced magnetic field of
the BeO molecule is larger and its full width at half maximum is broader 共0.8a0兲 than the corresponding values of the
AlCl molecule. There is only one peak of the induced magnetic field, i.e., at the O nucleus, by contrast to the one corresponding to the AlCl molecule, which peaks at both the Al
and Cl nuclei. This confirms that the molecular 1+ orbital
and the corresponding electronic current density are strongly
localized on the O nucleus, whereas the effects on the Be
nucleus are small. Since the induced magnetic field is the
result of the stationary solution of the nonrelativistic electronic Schrödinger equation for the electronic state A 1⌸+,
this cannot be regarded as external field. Thus, in the relativistic theory the induced magnetic field may interact with
spins of inner electrons and nonzero nuclear spin of the 17O
nucleus 共I = 5 / 2 ⬎ 0兲 with very small natural isotope abundance of 0.038%.

The bond-length dependencies of the electric ring current 关Eq. 共30兲兴 and induced magnetic field 关Eq. 共33兲兴 at the
O-nucleus are illustrated in Figs. 7共a兲 and 7共b兲, respectively.
They show that, in general, the electric ring current and induced magnetic field increase with the bond length R except
at the shortest bond lengths considered. Nevertheless, the
corresponding slopes are relatively small, in particular, between the classical turning points R1 = Re,X and R2, where the
electric ring current is constant to within 2.7% and the induced magnetic field to within 5.0%. This implies that the
variations in the electric ring current and induced magnetic
field in the course of molecular vibrations in the excited state
are negligible.
In the R → ⬁ limit, the BeO molecule in the excited
A 1⌸+ state dissociates to Be共1 1S兲 + O共1 1D+1兲. In this limit
the electric ring current about the Be nucleus vanishes because the ground state 1 1S of the Be atom has zero azimuthal quantum number 共M L = 0兲. By contrast, strong electric ring current persists about the O-nucleus, since the
lowest singlet state 1 1D M L of the O-atom is fivefold degenerate 共M L = 0 , ⫾ 1 , ⫾ 2兲 and the M L ⫽ 0 components carry
nonzero electric ring current. The singlet state 1 1D+1 corresponds to the dominant electronic configuration ¯共2p−兲
⫻共2p0兲共2p+兲2 with dominant net ring current of the atomic
2p+ orbital, which, as noted above, is strong. The corresponding values for the O atom are 兩I1 1D+1兩 ⬇ 兩I共2p+兲兩
el
el
⬇ R共2p
= 0.24a0,
= 2.85 mA, T1 1D+1 ⬇ T共2p+兲 = 56.2 as, R1D
+兲
+1
1
and 兩B1 D+1兩 ⬇ 兩B共2p+兲兩 = 62.0 T at the O-nucleus. Thus, the

⫻

冕

⬁

−⬁

0

兩1+共R, ⬘,z⬘兲兩2
dz⬘ez .
共⬘2 + 共z − z⬘兲2兲3/2
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effects for the O-atom are somewhat stronger than for the
BeO molecule because in the dissociation limit the responsible orbital 共1+兲 → 共2p+兲 is fully localized on the O atom.
Until now, it was assumed that the final state is stationary, e.g., the A 1⌸+ state, which can be excited from the
electronic ground state X 1⌺+ by an optimized right circularly polarized laser pulse. In the case that the final state is
not stationary, for example, a superposition of the X 1⌺+ and
A 1⌸+ states, which can be excited by means of a right circularly polarized  / 2 laser pulse,21,23,24 then the resulting
electronic density, electronic current density, and induced
magnetic field are no longer stationary. The time-dependent
electronic current density after the end of the laser pulse
共t ⱖ t f 兲 is derived from Eq. 共24兲 and Eq. 共19兲 of Ref. 19,
imax

j共R, ,z, ,t兲 =

Pi共t f 兲ji共R, ,z兲 + jint共R, ,z, ,t兲,
兺
i=0

共34兲

where ji共R ,  , z兲 is the electronic current density of the state
兩⌿i共R兲典 and is independent of time t and of the azimuthal
angle , in contrast to the interference term jint共R ,  , z ,  , t兲.
Time averaging equation 共34兲 and using j 1⌺共R ,  , z兲 = 0,
j 1⌸−共R ,  , z兲 = −j 1⌸+共R ,  , z兲 and j 1⌬−共R ,  , z兲 = −j 1⌬+共R ,  , z兲,
we have
j共R, ,z兲 = 共PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 − PA 1⌸−共t f 兲兲jA 1⌸+共R, ,z兲
+ 共PC 1⌬+共t f 兲 − PC 1⌬−共t f 兲兲jC 1⌬+共R, ,z兲 + ¯ ,
共35兲
which is independent of the azimuthal angle . In the present
work, PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 ⬇ 1 and other populations are negligible,
thus j共R ,  , z ,  , t兲 ⬇ j共R ,  , z兲 ⬇ jA 1⌸+共R ,  , z兲, cf. Eq. 共29兲.
For example, the time-averaged electronic current density of
a superposition state consisting of X 1⌺+ and A 1⌸+ states is
j共R ,  , z兲 = PA 1⌸+共t f 兲jA 1⌸+共R ,  , z兲, i.e., it is proportional to
the final population PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 of the A 1⌸+ state. With Eqs.
共20兲 and 共22兲 of Ref. 19, the corresponding time-averaged
electric ring current and induced magnetic field along the
molecular axis take the form
Ī共R兲 = 共PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 − PA 1⌸−共t f 兲兲IA 1⌸+共R兲
+ 共PC 1⌬+共t f 兲 − PC 1⌬−共t f 兲兲IC 1⌬+共R兲 + . . .

共36兲

and
B共R,z兲 = 共PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 − PA 1⌸−共t f 兲兲BA 1⌸+共R,z兲
+ 共PC 1⌬+共t f 兲 − PC 1⌬−共t f 兲兲BC 1⌬+共R,z兲 + ¯ ,

laser pulse as in the calculation leading to Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲
to the nonperfectly oriented molecule gives rise to additional
dipole-allowed transitions. For example, the transition
X 1⌺+ ↔ B 1⌺+ becomes allowed because the projection of
the molecular Z-axis on the laboratory x- or y-axis is nonzero
共while small兲. The final population of the A 1⌸+ state is thus
smaller and the ones of the X 1⌺+, A 1⌸−, and B 1⌺+ states
larger in the case of imperfect than in the case of perfect
orientation, resulting in a smaller PA 1⌸+共t f 兲 − PA 1⌸−共t f 兲 difference. Thus, the electric ring current about the molecular
Z-axis and the induced magnetic field along the Z-axis are
expected to be smaller for imperfect orientation than in the
results provided above, cf. Eqs. 共36兲 and 共37兲. In the case of
perpendicular orientation, the final populations of the A 1⌸+
and A 1⌸− states are equal, and there are no electric ring
current about the molecular axis, cf. Eq. 共36兲. An electric
ring current about the axis perpendicular to the molecular
axis will arise in the case of nonzero population of the B 1⌺+
state, but this ring current is not stationary and toroidal. Because the projection of the molecular Z-axis onto the laboratory x and y axes remains small, and since the excitation
frequency of the B 1⌺+ state at R = Re,X is twice as large as
the laser frequency, the final population of the B 1⌺+ state
will be small. Thus, deviations from the idealized limit of
perfect orientation are expected to modify the detail but not
the qualitative physics predicted.
Before concluding this section, it is pertinent to briefly
comment on the feasibility of an experimental demonstration
of toroidal current in oriented BeO. The electronic transitions
between the X 1⌺+, A 1⌸, and B 1⌺+ states of the BeO molecule in the gas phase have been observed.73 The corresponding experimental spectroscopic constants of these three
states are listed in Refs. 57 and 74. Several documented
methods could be applied to produce gas phase BeO molecules. These include the vaporization approach of Ref. 75 or
that of Refs. 76 and 77, the laser ablation method of Refs.
78–80, and the sputtering method of Ref. 79 and that of Ref.
81. We remark that the rate constant of the oxidation,
Be+ O2 → BeO+ O, has been computed in the 770–1200 K
temperature.82 Furthermore, Be oxides in the gas phase are
dominated by the polymeric form 共BeO兲n 共n ⬎ 1兲 because of
the high boiling point of BeO. The possibility of extracting
BeO from the polymeric states is pointed out in Ref. 76.
Laser orientation by means of HCPs has been discussed in
several recent articles.61,63 共The generation of high-power
sub-single-cycle pulses is discussed, e.g., in Ref. 83.兲 Finally,
the detection of the electric ring current could be accomplished by high harmonic generation by means of elliptically
polarized laser pulses.33

共37兲
respectively. Again, in the present work, Ī共R兲 ⬇ IA 1⌸+共R兲 and
B共R , z兲 ⬇ BA 1⌸+共R , z兲, cf. Eqs. 共30兲 and 共33兲, respectively.
The results presented above, as well as the results of
previous publications on the same topic, assumed perfect orientation. In reality, as discussed in the previous section, laser
induced orientation can be very sharp but is never perfect,
e.g., for BeO at T = 1 K 兩具cos 典T共tⴱ兲兩 = 0.85⫽ 1, see Sec. II
and Fig. 3. Application of the same right circularly polarized

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we illustrated sharp, field-free 共postpulse兲
orientation of the BeO molecule 共Sec. III兲 by means of an
optimized, linearly polarized laser pulse of short duration
with respect to the rotational period. Excitation of the oriented molecule by means of an optimized right circularly
polarized laser pulse in resonance with the first excited
A 1⌸+ state was shown to give rise to strong unidirectional
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electric ring current about the molecular axis and a corresponding substantial induced magnetic field at the oxygen
nucleus 共Sec. IV兲. Specifically, we found a ring current of
magnitude of 2.49 mA and a magnetic field of 51.2 T at the
equilibrium configuration, which depend weakly on the internuclear distance, converging to 2.85 mA and 62.0 T in the
dissociation limit. Our results were based on CASSCF/
CASPT2 calculations of the potential curves and dipole matrix elements of the BeO molecule,45,49 time-dependent quantum mechanical calculation of the alignment dynamics,37 and
quantum simulations of the ring current and magnetic field.19
Our considerations in choosing the BeO molecule in an
effort to identify a molecule that should exhibit strong effects
were detailed in Sec. II, along with a list of the criteria that
are required for observation of ring currents in a general
system. We remark, however, that the effects predicted here
are rather general. Strong electric ring currents and induced
magnetic fields can in principle be observed in atoms, ions,
linear molecules or molecular ions, and in states other than
the lowest excited degenerate singlet states that were considered so far. For example, the excited bound state C 1⌬+
共M L = 2兲 of the BeO molecule, see Fig. 2, with corresponding
dominant electronic configuration ¯共1+兲2共1−兲共2+兲
共weight of 95.7%兲, has two separate unidirectional electronic
ring currents of molecular 1+ and 2+ orbitals, hence the
corresponding electric ring current and induced magnetic
field are expected to be stronger than for the A 1⌸+ explored
above. This excited C 1⌬+ state has a small potential barrier
at about R = 4.5a0 due to an avoided crossing43 which leads
to dissociation of the BeO molecule to Be共1 1S兲 + O共1 1D+2兲.
The singlet O-atom 1 1D+2 state 共with M L = 2兲 corresponds to
the dominant electronic configuration ¯共2p0兲2共2p+兲2 and
carries an electric ring current of 5.70 mA and an induced
magnetic field of 124.0 T. These values are twice as large as
the corresponding values for the singlet state 1 1D+1
共M L = 1兲 of the O-atom because two 共rather than a single兲
electrons with opposite spins and the same spatial atomic 2p+
orbital circulate with the same electronic circulation time and
mean ring current radius about the O nucleus. 关Although the
effects considered are atomic, rather than molecular, in practice it is simpler to produce the lowest singlet state 1 1D M L of
the O-atom with a desired nonzero azimuthal quantum number 共M L = ⫾ 1 , ⫾ 2兲 through dissociation of an appropriate
molecular state than directly from the ground 共triplet兲 state
1 3 P of the O-atom.兴
Another example is the LiF molecule, which has a dissociative excited A 1⌸+ state that can be excited by an optimized right circularly polarized laser pulse from the ground
state X 1⌺+, using the method described in Sec. IV. Upon
excitation to the A 1⌸+ state, the molecule dissociates into
Li共1 2S兲 + F共1 2 P+兲. Regardless of the spin effects, the
ground 1 2S state of the Li-atom carries no electric ring current, but the ground 1 2 P+ 共M L = 1兲 state of the F-atom, corresponding to the dominant electronic configuration
¯共2p−兲共2p0兲2共2p+兲2, carries electric ring current of magnitude of 3.80 mA and an induced magnetic field of 95.2 T at
the F-nucleus. The corresponding electronic circulation time
is 42.2 as and the mean ring current radius is 0.21a0. Thus,
the effects for the F-atom are stronger than the ones for the
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O-atom because of the large effective nuclear charge Zeff of
the F atom. Finally, as discussed in Ref. 18, the electric ring
currents and induced magnetic fields of some electronic
states of atomic and molecular ions can be stronger than
those of the corresponding neutral systems, an example is the
lowest excited singlet states 1 1D M L 共M L = ⫾ 1 , ⫾ 2兲 of the
F+ ion whose Zeff is larger than that of the F-atom.
Before concluding, it is important to comment on the
long time dynamics that were excluded from the discussion
of the previous sections. Previous work has predicted that
electric ring currents would persist for nano- and even microseconds in stable excited states. In practice, however, the
ring currents rely on sharp orientation of the molecule with
respect to the excitation field, and the only way of producing
well-oriented systems free of external fields at present is the
nonadiabatic alignment/orientation method. This approach
provides 共in linear or symmetric top molecules兲 a series of
transient alignment 共orientation兲 peaks whose duration is
shorter the better aligned 共oriented兲 the molecule and whose
separation is determined by the molecular rotational
period.36,37 Thus, the ring current would persist for a short
period 共see Fig. 3兲 but will recur periodically in time, following the regular revival pattern of stable bound state rigid
rotors. At longer times, of the order of the inverse of the
rotation-vibration coupling energy, the assumption of separability of the rotational and vibrational motions is no longer
valid and the rotational revival structure gradually dephases,
see Ref. 59. For linear molecules, the only source of rotationvibration coupling is centrifugal effects, which are typically
weak, appearing on 0.1–1 ns time scales. Provided that coherence is maintained, the rovibrational levels rephase at
later times and the purely rotational, rigid-rotor-like pattern
reappears, forming a longer time rovibrational revival pattern
that is superimposed on the standard rigid-rotor revival
pattern. It would be interesting for future work to observe
these effects on the electric ring currents induced in linear
molecules.
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